
   
 

 

CHINA EVERGRANDE GROUP  
Insolvency petition against real estate conglomerate ready - 
International creditor and DMSA seek co-venturers filing for insolvency 
too 
 
Chinese real estate developer China Evergrande Group repeatedly defaulted on overdue 
interest payments on December 6, 2021. On the previous Friday, the company officially 
admitted for the first time that it was in the very deepest financial trouble. The completely 
over-indebted real estate giant has more than $300 billion in debt. In cooperation with 
DMSA Deutsche MarktScreening Agentur GmbH, a creditor has prepared an insolvency 
petition against Evergrande Holding. Now, fellow creditors are being sought before the 
application is filed with the court. 
 
A bondholder of China Evergrande Group, Liechtenstein-based Financial Market Partners 
Capital (FMPC) Consulting AG, has been preparing an insolvency petition against the 
Cayman Islands-registered Evergrande Holding since November 22. FMPC Consulting AG 
was supported and advised by DMSA Deutsche MarktScreening Agentur GmbH, among 
others. In the meantime, the application has been completed and can be filed with the 
Grand Court of the Cayman Islands in George Town.  
(Note for the editorial offices: More about FMPC Capital AG and its investment in 
Evergrande bonds can be found at the end of this press release). 
 
As FMPC Consulting AG sees itself as the trustee of all international Evergrande creditors 
and in order to reduce its own cost risk, the company is offering other international 
creditors to join these proceedings. 
 
On Tuesday, Dec. 7, Bloomberg news agency reported two holders of U.S. dollar bonds 
issued by Evergrande subsidiary Scenery Journey said they had not received interest 
payments by the end of the 30-day grace period. A total of $82.5 million in interest would 
have been due no later than Dec. 6. 
 
Previously, in the case of non-performing bonds issued by the Evergrande conglomerate, 
there had been repeated reports in international media that interest payments had been 
made at the last second after all. "However, these reports were not confirmed to us either 
by Evergrande itself or by the paying agents of the bonds," explains Dr. Marco Metzler, 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of FMPC Consulting AG and Senior Analyst at DMSA 
Deutsche MarktScreening Agentur GmbH. "In this respect, the current Bloomberg reports 
represent a further aggravation of the situation," Dr. Metzler continued. 
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An aggravation with announcement: Already on Friday, December 3, Evergrande had 
officially admitted for the first time in a statement to the Hong Kong Stock Exchange - the 
home stock exchange of the holding company - that there was "no guarantee that the 
group will have sufficient funds to continue to meet its financial obligations". 
 
"This official statement alone has confirmed our assessment of the Group's absolutely 
desolate financial situation," explains Dr. Marco Metzler, Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of FMPC Consulting AG and Senior Analyst at DMSA Deutsche MarktScreening 
Agentur GmbH. He finds the default on interest payments hardly surprising for another 
reason: "We have still not received overdue interest for our bonds - which should have been 
paid by November 10 at the latest. And this despite the fact that it has been widely reported 
in the press that the overdue interest payments to international investors have been made." 
In Dr. Metzler's view, the official statement on December 3 and the final default on interest 
payments on December 6 for the Evergrande subsidiary's bond represent two events of 
default at once for all 23 outstanding international bonds of the Evergrande conglomerate 
with a nominal value of $23.7 billion. "Almost all of it will be lost," fears Dr. Metzler. 
 
Michael Ewy, Managing Director of DMSA Deutsche MarktScreening Agentur GmbH, adds, 
"With the insolvency application we helped prepare, we are now trying to save what can be 
saved for FMPC Consulting AG and other international creditors." The fear of financial 
analyst Metzler: "Evergrande is insolvent, but officially not yet insolvent. With the default on 
a bond now confirmed in the press for the first time, the management of the Evergrande 
holding company must file for insolvency if it does not want to be guilty of dragging its feet. 
However, since this application has not yet been made, we - the DMSA and FMPC 
Consulting - are concerned that assets may be removed from the insolvency estate." 
 
"In view of all these developments, it was right to start preparing an insolvency petition 
against Evergrande already at the end of November ", explains Dr. Marco Metzler in his 
capacity as Chairman of the Board of Directors of FMPC Consulting AG. He invites affected 
international investors to join the application. The application is to be filed with the 
competent court in George Town within the next few days. 
 
Upon acceptance of the insolvency petition, an insolvency administrator will begin winding 
up the Evergrande Group and liquidating the assets for investors and creditors. "The prices 
of all Evergrande securities - stocks and bonds alike - will fall to virtually zero in the 
process," predicts senior analyst Metzler. "But all distressed sales starting with the day of 
filing can then also be reversed." 
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Metzler and Ewy see the Luckin Coffee bankruptcy proceedings as a blueprint for how 
Evergrande should proceed. "The case of the former Starbucks challenger from China 
could well prove to be groundbreaking for China Evergrande Group," Ewy expects. Like 
Luckin Coffee, China Evergrande Group's holding company is registered in the Cayman 
Islands, he said. This gives it access to the restructuring procedure provided for there by 
law. This involves appointing provisional liquidators to work with the current management 
team to reach a settlement with creditors. During the provisional liquidation, the company 
can benefit from litigation being suspended to allow time to work out a settlement. This can 
be implemented if at least half of the creditors, representing at least three-quarters of the 
liabilities, agree. 
 
As with Luckin, Evergrande's shares are listed in Hong Kong, and bonds were also issued 
in U.S. dollars. "While this does not make the process any easier, as Cayman Islands 
provisional liquidators must be recognized in both Hong Kong and the United States. But 
this route has already been successfully taken in the Luckin case," Ewy knows, and 
continues, "For example, Luckin's provisional liquidators have indicated that a 
restructuring agreement is in place with bondholders." He says this shows that for Cayman 
Islands-based holding companies of Chinese groups, debt restructuring with the help of 
Cayman Islands provisional liquidators is entirely possible. 
 
"There is no reason to believe that Evergrande will not be able to follow the same path," 
explains DMSA analyst Dr. Marco Metzler. In addition, he adds, hundreds of insolvency 
lawsuits by Chinese creditors are already underway against Evergrande in China itself. "So 
we are by no means the only ones who have filed for insolvency against Evergrande," 
explains Metzler. 
(Note for the editorial offices:  More on the proceedings in China at the end of this press 
release). 
 
The Chinese proceedings are also of importance for the lawsuit of FMPC Consulting AG. 
For example, in addition to the default on interest payments, the Evergrande Group's level 
of indebtedness, the ongoing distress sales of assets, the admission now made of 
impending bankruptcy, and the insolvency proceedings brought by Chinese creditors in 
Chinese courts all constitute events of default as stipulated in the terms of the bond. 
"Therefore, we are very confident that the George Town court will soon open official 
insolvency proceedings and appoint our proposed lawyer as insolvency administrator," says 
DMSA managing director Michael Ewy. "Once this is done, all distressed sales of assets 
from the date of filing of our insolvency petition can be challenged." 
 
However, DMSA senior analyst Metzler believes there is little hope for Evergrande's 
turnaround. "The restructuring analysis by Fitch Ratings - my former employer and one of 
the three largest rating agencies in the world - assumes that Evergrande would be 
liquidated at a restructuring rate of zero to ten percent." That means creditors would get 
back a maximum of one-tenth of the capital they invested, if access to assets in China is 
even possible. 
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"The fact that the Chinese government has now sent high-ranking state officials to 
Evergrande's boardroom and thus de facto controls the group does not necessarily mean 
that all claims - especially those of foreign investors - will also be serviced," fears Dr. 
Metzler. Rather, he sees it as likely that Evergrande's inevitable insolvency will lead to a 
host of other bankruptcies. "To avoid internal unrest, China would then be forced to return 
to a hard-line communist approach," concludes Dr. Metzler. In his view, this would 
ultimately imply that all of China's international debt of around $585 billion would no longer 
be serviced, and equity investments by foreign investors of around $600 billion would also 
have to be written off completely - with devastating consequences for the global banking 
system and the entire world economy. 
 
"Supply chains would be even more strained than they already are today. This, in turn, 
would then inevitably lead to galloping inflation in the U.S., Europe and other countries. As a 
result, there would be extreme distortions in the global financial system - with insolvencies 
of players who are still considered rock solid today," fears Dr. Metzler. "Triggered by a 
Chinese financial virus called Evergrande, the world could face a 'Great Reset,' the final 
collapse of the current global financial system." 
 
 
About Financial Market Partners Capital (FMPC) Consulting AG: 
 
Financial Market Partners Capital (FMPC) Consulting AG, is a private investment and 
advisory firm based in Ruggell, Liechtenstein. As a single family office, FMPC Consulting 
AG invests exclusively own funds of its owner, the Metzler family. 
 
 
About the Evergrande investment of FMPC Consulting AG: 
 
FMPC Consulting AG holds 200 units of the EVERRE 10 1⁄2, 11 April 2024 bond (ISIN: XS19 
8204 0641) with a nominal value of 200,000 US dollars. These were purchased on 
November 01, 2021 for 50,000 US dollars via the house bank of FMPC Consulting AG and 
have since been held in custody at SIX Switzerland via the house bank in Liechtenstein. 
Already on October 11, 2021 an interest payment for this bond was missed. The bond terms 
and conditions provide for this case: If the payment of the accrued interest is not made on 
the actual payment date, but still during the 30-day grace period, this interest payment is to 
be credited to the seller of the bond. If, on the other hand, payment of the accrued interest 
is made after the grace period (grace period), it is credited to the purchaser upon payment. 
This means that if payment is made after the grace period - in this case, after November 10, 
2021 - this payment must be made to FMPC Consulting AG for the securities held by FMPC 
Consulting AG. Contrary to the widespread reporting of alleged interest payments, this has 
not happened to date. 
 
FMPC Consulting AG therefore requested an official statement on the interest payments 
from Clearstream and Citibank as paying agents for the bond more than a week ago. This 
official statement has not been received by FMPC Consulting AG to date. 
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About the Evergrande proceedings in China: 
 
Proceedings against China Evergrande Group are also currently underway in China. For 
example, at the Wuhan Huangpi District People's Court, the Harbin Daoli District People's 
Court, the Jilin Gong District People's Court as well as other Chinese courts. The cases 
have all been accepted by the courts but have not yet been decided. 
 
For example, between October 8, 2021 and November 16, 2021, Shanghai Quanzhu 
Holdings Group Co. filed hundreds of lawsuits totaling 237.92 million yuan (US$37.28 
million) against Evergrande in courts in China. The lawsuits relate to several completed 
construction contracts with Evergrande Real Estate Group Limited as well as its affiliated 
subsidiaries. Shanghai Quanzhu is using this route to claim priority payment for 
construction work. In total, Chinese courts have so far accepted at least 333 lawsuits filed 
by Shanghai Quanzhu for decision. 
 
 
About DMSA Deutsche Markt Screening Agentur GmbH: 
 
The research house, which has the same owner as FMPC Consulting AG, the Metzler 
family, sees itself as an advocate for consumers, private customers and private investors. 
For them, DMSA bundles important and decision-relevant information and prepares it in an 
easily understandable way. DMSA works with FMPC Consulting AG as needed. 
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